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Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the bracket :

Life expectatcy atbirth according to 2011 census is
(66.8 years, 60 years, 90 years, 65.3 years)
The fifth Five Year Plan was started in
(197 5, 197 4, 1973, lg72)

3. Transport creates utility.
(Place, Form, time, service)
Statistics studies information.
(Qualitative, imaginary, structural, quantitative)
Ransom Sampling is a samplirig by' '

(Chance, Choice, purpose, quota)

B. Match the following:
Group "A"

1. Year of great divide
2. Histogram
3. Mean
4. Index numbers
5. Caption

c. State whether the following statements are true or False
i. Mean & Mode means the same thing.
2. A diagram is an alternative to table.
3. Larger the size of samples, greater will be the accuracy.
4. Joint Family System increase employment.
5. There is no need of economic planning in Maharashtra.
6. Bio-gas is very expensive.
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2.

4.

5.
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Group "B"

a. Two-dimensional
b. t921
c. Economic Barometers
d. Row Headings
e. Pie diagram
f. Precise
g. Column title

(anv 3)
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Q.2.A. Define or explain the concepts:
l. Population explosion
2. IIno Five year plan
3. Renewable sources of energy
4. Advantages of post & telegraph
5. Atomic energy
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Q.2.B. Give reason or explain (?!y j)
1 Energy can be obtained from-Crop-residue.
2. Economic laws are more accurate due to statistics.3. Primary data is more accurate.
4. Relative poverty can,t be eradicated
5. There are many types of diagrams.

Q.3.A. Distinguish between (any 3)
1. Frequencypolygon and Frequency Curve.
2. Mode and Median
3 Simple Bar diagram and Sub divided Bar diagram4. Primary data and Secondary data
5. Roadways and Railways
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06B. Write short note (any-z)
1. Solar energY

2. Explain G achievement of 10tr Five year plan'

3. H.D.I. and India

Q.4. Answer the following questions (Agylhree)

1. What are the factors needed for globalization ?

2. What are the Parts of a good table ?

3. Calculare theX (Mean) & Z (Mode) from following data.

t2

N: 100

4. Draw a frequency Curve from the following data :

Marks No. of students

100 - 200
200 - 300
300 - 400
400 - 500
500 - 600

02
20
40
70
18

e.5. Do you agree or disagree with the following statements ? Give reasons (Anv three)

1. There is no difference between quartile, decile & percentile'

2. Histogram is a diagram.
3. Sampling method has no demerits.

4. Wittr ttre trelp of statistics various economic problems can be solved.

5. New economic policy encouraged privatization'

Q.6. Answer in detail (anv fwo)
1. Explain the different types of unemployment and effects on Indian economy.

Z. What are the general principals of diagrams. Draw pie diagram for the data given

below:

Subiect Economics Enelish Marathi o.c. B.K. Maths

%o of marks 20 25 15 t2 18 10

Discuss the importance of social overheads in human resource development'

12

t6

Daily wages 10-20 20-30 30-40 40 -50

No. of workers 40 35 20 05
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